






HOMEWORK

Fill in the Blank:

We must not complain that roses have 

thorns but rather be grateful that thorns 

………….. flowers.

Carry

Bear

Evade

Produce

Shun               Solution : Carry and Bear

Dodge       Evade means to avoid or ignore





Word of the Day

Impute (verb)

Represent (something, especially something undesirable) as 

being done or possessed by someone.

Synonym: Assign, blame, lay

Antonym: Defend, guard, help, protect

Sentence: India is committed to respect the religious and 

cultural beliefs of its people and it will be inappropriate to 

impute any other considerations to this decision.







that give them the speed /(A) Falcons have sharp angular 

wings / (B) and allow them to dive sharply /(C) to chase 

their prey / (D) to capture their victims.(E) 

1. CBADE

2. BACED

3. CABED

4. BADCE

5. BECAD

Solution : Option 4



you have passed the examination /(A) in the first division 

/ (B) you father  /(C) will be delighted/ (D) when he learns 

that.(E) 

1. CDEAB

2. CDBEA

3. CABED

4. DABCE

5. DBACE

Solution : Option 1



The journalist /(A) the fields of battle / (B) countless 

number of dead /(C) driving across / (D) saw.(E) 

1. BEDAC

2. BACED

3. ADECB

4. AECBD

5. ADBEC

Solution : Option 5



It is a privilege /(A) to pay tax / (B) of every citizen /(C)

as well as the duty / (D) who is well-placed.(E) 

1. AEDCB

2. ADCEB

3. BCEAD

4. BEACD

5. ACDEB

Solution : Option 2



1. As the Britishers left we had a complexity of opinions regarding 

English.

2. But after the British rule , it faced many changes.

3. It went on for centuries with the same glory.

4. English as the medium of instruction had a very great response.

5. One of the changes was the introduction of English as the medium 

of instruction.

6. Education in India had a glorious beginning.

Rearrange the following sentences and what will be the second last 

sentence after rearrangement ?

Solution : 632541



1. With so many products and opportunities available in the market 

, it is very easy to get this planning wrong.

2. Planning , therefore , is imperative and should begin as early as 

possible.

3. What amount will we need and when will we need it ?

4. Most of us would put our children’s education above any other 

priority in life including our own retirement.

5. So let’s try to find the best solution by asking two important 

question.                                                   (IBPS CLERK 2018)

Which of the following should be the SECOND sentence after 

rearrangement?

Solution : DBACE



1. Rana is one of a growing number of professional who are channeling 

their passion into food.

2. This is not a new phenomenon , of course –we have had professionals 

swapping codes for farms , bloggers hosting secret suppers , and a 

Master Chef-inspired generation of Instagram chefs.

3. However , food is not an easy industry to be in.

4. We talk to a few new foodpreneurs who have switched career paths 

and are addressing the needs of this evolved , more conscious 

market.

5. As the food landscape evolves ,newer examples are cropping up.                 

(RRB CLERK MAINS 2018)

1.  ABCDE                         2. ABECD                                                              

3. ACBDE                          4. ADCEB                               5.  AEDBC



1. 20% of the global population is dealing with this symptom and has 

to take a sleeping pill on a daily basis to get some rest.

2. If you are suffering from insomnia and have to rely on sleeping pills, 

you are not alone.

3. While there could be multiple causes of insomnia, habitual and 

psychological factors significantly influence your sleep patterns.

4. studies demonstrate that the mobile blue light inhibits our sleep and 

also has a negative impact on our long-term health. It is highly 

recommended that you avoid your mobile light at all cost one hour 

before you fall asleep.

5. Fortunately, these are within our control to change. You want to pay 

extra attention to optimising your home set up especially if you live 

in busy metropolitan areas.

SOLUTION : 21354



1. The book was Jonah Lehrer’s How We Decide and the epiphany was 

that consciousness could reside in the brain.

2. He was a twenty-year-old philosophy major at Hamilton College.

3. In January 2010, while driving from Chicago to Minneapolis, Sam 

Mc Nerney played an audio book and had an epiphany.

4. The quest for an empirical understanding of consciousness has long 

preoccupied neurobiologists

5. The standard coursework-ancient, modern, and contemporary 

philosophy-enthralled him.

6. But McNerney was no neurobiologist.

SOLUTION :  314625



1. The Era of sharing space for designated slots of time is 

here.

2. Then came renting and leasing. But even that is passe.

3. There were times when properties were bought and 

companies raised grand edifices to house their offices with 

paraphernalia.

4. With nearly two decades of the new millennium behind us 

today , the new technology is urging compaction of time 

and space.

5. The future lies in aggregation of time and space,

What will be the correct sequence of the following sentences?

HOMEWORK




